Yearly Prediction 2010
SAMPLE
20 November 2009 – 19 Nov 2010
Birth Details :
BIRTH DATE:

02 Oct 1979

BIRTH TIME:

13:48 Hrs.

BIRTH PLACE:

Mumbai/India

Namank : 5 (Mercury),
Moolank : 2 (Moon),
Bhagyank : 2(Moon)

Ascendant : Sagit owner Jupiter is in Ninth House (Leo)
Moon sign is : Capricon owner saturn is in Ninth (Leo)
Sun sign is : Virgo owner mercury is in Tenth (Mercury)

Maha Dasha : Major 13 Janyary 2003 to 13 Jan 2019 Jupiter
Antar Dasha : In Jupiter mahadasha
Ket: 2009-12-20 - 2010-11-27
Ven: 2010-11-27 - 2013-07-28
Sun: 2013-07-28 - 2014-05-14
Moon: 2014-05-14 - 2015-09-16
Mars: 2015-09-16 - 2016-08-21
Rah: 2016-08-21 - 2019-01-13
Pratiyantar Dasha : In KETU
Ket: 2009-12-20 - 2010-01-09
Ven: 2010-01-09 - 2010-03-05
Sun: 2010-03-05 - 2010-03-22
Moon: 2010-03-22 - 2010-04-19
Mars: 2010-04-19 - 2010-05-09
Rah: 2010-05-09 - 2010-07-01
Jup: 2010-07-01 - 2010-08-17
Sat: 2010-08-17 - 2010-10-11
Merc: 2010-10-11 - 2010-11-27
In Venus
Ven: 2010-11-27 - 2011-05-06
Sun: 2011-05-06 - 2011-06-25
Moon: 2011-06-25 - 2011-09-16
Mars: 2011-09-16 - 2011-11-12
Rah: 2011-11-12 - 2012-04-02
Jup: 2012-04-02 - 2012-08-13
Sat: 2012-08-13 - 2013-01-13
Merc: 2013-01-13 - 2013-05-30
Ket: 2013-05-30 - 2013-07-28
Atam Karaka : Mercury
Amatya Karaka :Moon

Putra Karaka :SUN
Bhratri Karaka : Saturn
Matri Karaka : Venus
Dara Karaka : Jupiter
GK : Mars
Quotes for life : Better listen more and speak less. Be in learning mode always. Ego is your
enemy. Make realistic equation between your imagination and practical life.
PERSONALITY : In this section I have written the features of your personality. I have tried
to collect your weakness and strong points. So that you will be able to improve your
personality more. If anything find wrong pl inform me. - PRADEEP MISHRA
You are a multi-talented personality. This is difficult for you to keep yourself stable on any
point,field or subject if you will be able then no one will be able to challenge you in that area, you will
be top of that. Fast changes and growth is your passion. If possible be ambitious with practical
approach and realistic possibilities. You are having always very high ambitions and you never give
importance to little gain. Your sensitivities ride high, while your freedom of speech or action is
restricted. To attain this freedom you adapt yourself so well that makes you a master of the
art of selling ideas beautifully which people accept naturally. Definitely you are a fast thinker,
clear and analytical. Whenever you take any responsibility or task you engrossed in that so you have
isolation. Frivolous energies may get scattered unnecessarily. Some mistakes you make out of
glib action may occur again and again. Your interest levels are in state of flux. You dream of
relationships with your family and friends to be meaningful & cooperative. You seek to be a
peace maker and mediator among them. You cast an image that you are very flexible and
approachable of a easy going person. You tend to be the center of attraction in social life with
lot of friends, and you impress them with your verbal skills. The outstanding quality is, your
constant urge for self expression. The negative traits in you are over optimistic and easy
going type. Your excess energy is diverted to make you a non- stop talker.
Highlights of your life Path and Personality :
1.
You may find it difficult to stand up for your rights and leadership as a trait may be very
difficult to develop.
2.
You are very considerate of others and the quality of compromise. In career making,
you use harmony and agreement to a great extent. Yet you are faithful, compatible with others
and give more.

3.
You need stimulation for enjoyment. So you are not romantic and not the one to base
decisions on flimsy ideas.
4.
Your trait to engage yourself on concrete plans will be strong. You appreciate the value
of things and have the willingness to work on long range goals. You have the eye for detail and
respect law and order.
5.
Your restless nature that needs stimulation. You will find it difficult to focus on one
project at one time since you will have too many to attend to.
6.
Due to your aura there diminish the sense of duty to those around you. There is
detachment and problems are meted out without emotion or concern. Parenting is often
estranged.
7.
Your primary goals may not be power, wealth and leadership. Yet you come out positively
because of your attitude.
8.
You may feel nervous in a large group. As said you are emotional, warm hearted, so
desire affection. Being sensitive you tend to become depressed and this can cause a turmoil.
You will find it difficult to face reality with this depression.
9.
You never excuse your enemy. You wait right time to reply them. You don't like any pressure
and bossy approaches.
10.
You might have a big circle of friends but non of them are good friend of you. Everyone have
jealous with you. So best friend is you wife and family only. Never share your important things other
then your wife and kid.
11.
Being Dhanista Nakshhatra you will be having feature of religious, selfish, spent money by very
much analysis ( not applicable for religious and spiritual field), like music, helping nature and
collecting money is your habit. You are highly success in technical field.
So you are intuitive and rather visionary and bestowed with a deep thinking, so
understanding mysteries and intriguing facts comes easily. You are sincerely society-oriented
and adorn the role of a counseling others. On the negative side, you are given to deep mood
swings. Nervous tension is a lot in you. You cannot differentiate between fantasy and reality.
So you perhaps remain a dreamer than a doer. Yet you are a visionary and a very talented
person. This is difficult for you to understand the mysteries associated with life. You are less
cautious in the subject related to spirituality and religious matter so any one may take undue
advantage from you. Best keep distance from the people who are connected in this field as a
professional and making money through this.

Summery of your life Path :

Birth to 2013
In this period you will show that you are independent. You catch on with originality and
creative thoughts. At early stages you tend to lead but when a time to follow comes you find
it difficult. Your self-confidence and the sense of individuality can help you to achieve success.
No doubt, you are aggressive in this period. Opportunities do come your way to develop your
creative potential but you may not recognize this and put in the hard work that is
required. Unfortunately you will be occupied with the wrong ideas and you fritter away your energies.
From 2014 to 2022
A degree of aggressiveness marks your behavior. Initiative plays an important role in
developing your talents. Your achievements come to the lime light and your leadership
qualities also unfold with a sense of independence.

From 2023 to 2031
This piece of time gives you the ability to work smoothly so that you outsmart your
competition easily. Economic limitation may be a factor but you build yourself with steady growth.
Your ability to use diplomacy and mediation will be more pronounced. The key to your
advancement is with the success of others, so this is why you should go slow in your action
plans. Your hyperactive emotions need to be put under control.
From : 2032 to Above
In your later part of life you will be philanthropic and can even give more to it if your
financial circumstances can allow you to do so. Care for the humanity grows with age and this
comes to you naturally. Your spiritual life will be glowing so you will find yourself busy in research
and venturing into new interesting subjects. Nevertheless, you will be living an isolated life.
Dosha in Birth chart :
You have two rina one is Jeeva hatya and another is pitra rina. You may adopt following remedies for
that :
1.

Collect money from members of your family and make or donate in animal hospital.

2.

Do pitradosha shanti.

(My personal view is these rina never neutralized by rituals you have to go through the punishment
decided by God. In your case this is already happened so need not to worried. You have no love from
your father so you have already passed through punishment and delay in positive result will be
always. Hard working and less return will be always there.)

Fortune Guide :
Lucky No

: 3,5,6,8

Lucky Gem

: Topaz or yellow saphire for home comfort, personality strength
and Health etc. Opal for financially development and win in
competition. Ruby for increase in favor of love. Best make a gold
pendal of these stones and wear forever. Keep in mind before
wearing any stone test it for 5-7 days. If find suitable then make
anything for permanent wearing.

Lucky Colour

: Orange red, yellow or cream, green

Lucky Day

: Sunday, wednesday and thursday.

Lucky Dates

: 2, 11, 20, 29

Lucky Month

: Feb, Nov

Lucky Direction

: East, North, North-east, West

Unlucky No

: 8,9

Unlucky Colour

: Black and white.

Unlucky Day

: Tuesday, Saturday

(B) SUMMERY OF 2010

Tips :
1. For health recite following mantra – OM PRAM PRIM PRAUM SAHA SHANAISHCHARAYE
NAMAH- 108times on every Saturday. Do pooja of lord hanumaan and saturn.
2. For smooth work and removal of hurdle recite following mantra – OM SHUM SHUKRAYE
NAMAH- 108 times on every thursday. (specially for avoiding hurdles in work)
3. Donate black and white colored woolen cloths.
4. Light ghee lamp daily in home temple or at any temple.
5. Keep control on your tongue and anger because negativity of mercury will awake through this.
6. Feed food to blind persons.
7. Fill a silver pot with honey and buried in forest.

Caring, sharing and responsibility This is a number 6 personal year
meaning an enhancement in bonding with your family, loved ones, friends and
taking on responsibilities. You may need to make some adjustments or even
sacrifices for those in family. The year is not that of major accomplishments
in your life but rather a time for deftly handling assignments started earlier for
finishing them fruitfully. Efforts taken by you seem to be slow but act with
patience. A good year for your family, domestic and romantic matters. You
are likely to change your emotional relationship with people who matter. Rest be
assured that you will bring in peace & harmony. Highlights of this year :
1. Till march 2010 you will have good financial growth.
2. March will be specially bring something good due to your luck.
3. From may to july lot of activity seen your working area. You have promotion or
good growth in salary in this period or you will do something during this period
which will bring a very good result in future. But this period will bring mental
puzzle and hetic work schedule.
4. First three month and last three months of this year is very good for financial view.
5. Good environment in home and family.

6. Overall this year is good in all respect of life. In short you will invest your all
effort in this year and they will bring fabulous result in 2011.
7.

Take care of your health your energy level will be down and you will be prone to
caught by seasonal sickness.

8. Muntha in eight house will bring chances of theft,bad habit,unnessary expenditure

and long and not very fruitfull journey. This is valid till 2nd october 2010 only.
Monthly Highlights For 2010
02 october 2009 to 01 november 2009 : You will come into contact of higher officials and
authorities. There will be lots of ups and down on your work place. You may have some doubt
and hidden fear but ultimately results will come in favor of you. You will be having lot of
imaginations and expectation but nothing will be materialized. Meeting with old friends and
increase in social circle is possible. Some approaches you have get fruitful towards the job.
Your hard working in this period will bring good result in your job in future.
02 November 2009 to 01 Jan 2010 : You will be busy in the activity of your Job. Your

work will expand. Be aware no one in your team is trustful so keep every keys of your
planning in your hand. Some bad news from your office, exam and home will make you
disturb. Your family life will be fine. You will be full for many doubt and confusion.
Your spouse will have good development in her career. Delay and pending will be there
in your planning and assignments.
02 January 2010 to 01 February 2010 : Financial position will be fine. Investment will
bring good results. Very hectic and busy routine in daily life. You will be oriented towards
spiritual values more. Better condition in working area. After 12th january you will feel
everything going smoothly and fine. Something happened in your life when you appreaciate
your luck. Some small trouble will be generate in home comfort. You have some
misunderstanding with wife or any of family member. This is the time of investment and

fruit will come in future. Health will become weak and energy level will be down after
21 january. You may have to visit Doctor.
02 Feb 2010 to 01 March 2010 : After first week of month everything will be fine in

this month. You luck will be activated. Your work in the office will be appreciated and
you have some good news regarding your career. You may go on long trip. This trip
will be good. Your speaking and explanation capability will be high during this period.
You may involve in a major project and have good return in future. You will be having
opportunity to gain from share market or any thing where you have growth suddenly.
You may feel sudden stroke of luck.

02 March 2010 to 01 April 2010 : Your friends and associates will extend their supports to
you. Any long cherished hopes and desire will materialized. Your brother will do fine. Travels
will bring good results. Be careful about works of office. There may be some mistake.
Something suddenly awake and you will find it in your favor either this will be related to your
job or financial investment. If you have given some money to other, you might get that back.
Overall this month will be very good in all respect of your life. You may do some auspicious
or religious activity.
02 April to 01 may 2010 : This period will give you mental anxiety. You opponent will try to
damage your reputations. There may be something happened at your work which make your
frustrated or depress but very soon you will find that there was nothing harm due to that.You
will spent money on luxury and comfort. A minor health ailment may disturb you. This is a
good period for financial issue. You may have some argument at home.
02 May to 01 June 2010 : You will start feeling that your environment at work is more
smooth and fine. Some person who is negative at work will turn positive or move other place.
So you will feel great relief. There may be some news for your promotions and growth in
salary. You will prove your talent in society and every one appreciate this. Try to be tuned
good with your wife.Take care of your kid.
02June 2010 to 01 july 2010 : All the good what generated in last month will fructify in this
month. Be carefully about throat infections. You may have some change in your working
location or position which will be good for you. You may be offered to move abroad for new
assigments. You will be fine every where in society and home. Life will be full of enjoy.
02 July to 01 august 2010 : This is the month where you will have chances to enhance your
knowledge or get admission for enhancement of educations. Some good development in career
of your spouse will give you happy mood. Some news or activity from abroad will make you
happy. Another good month.
02 august 2010 to 1 september 2010 : This is your luckiest month. Everything good which
was not happened due to any reason will take place in this month. You will feel good energy
level. You will cultivate relation with higher official and authorities and gain hornor through
them. Your enemy will be not able to harm you anyway.
02 september to 1cotober 2010 : Your power of judgment and accuracy will be lower. You
will like to create the world of illusion around you. False hope will shattered your goal.
Speculative tendency will be curbed. Some of family member will have ill health.Never give
surety to any other. Take care of your health food poisioning or something related to stomach
is possible. This is the month of high care.
02 october to 1 november 2010 : You will be having relief from the difficulty of last month.
Experiences may be incurred on property or house hold articles. Sudden unexpected gain is

possible from share market. You will find your reputation and fame is increasing again. You
will be inclined towards religion and spirituality. You may visit any religious place.
02 november to 01december 2010 : Work load will be tremendous. Delay in activity will be
felt. Health of your spouse may create disturbance. Traveling for job will be satisfactory. Some
major planning will be postponed. Second half of this month will be good. You will be find
things which was not in your control in first half is coming in your hand. Expansion of your
work area is seen. Your keen observation and your sense of discrimination will make you learn
more.

Precautions of year :
1.

Never insult elders, subordinates and servants.

2.

Keep clean floor of your home. If possible add some salt in water by which floor were
cleaned.

3.

Never insult any women.

4.

Donate black and white woolen dress to needy.

5.
If any person come in your life whose any part of body damaged. Give him special
attention. His happiness due to you will bring more good events in your life.
6.

Second half of the day will be more favorable then morning.

7.

If possible use orange Red body of your pen for any major signature.

8.

Try to not involve in any illegal or morally bad activity.

I am sure if you will follow above astro guidence then things predicted bad or negative will be
more mild and bearable to you.
God bless you.
Pradeep
16-01-2010

